BUS REGULATIONS
❖ Considering the limited space in the bus to store luggage during our trips and
convenience of all passengers, the following baggage allowance per person
(including children) shall be strictly applicable:
➢ FOR ONE-DAY TRIPS: One personal item like hand bag, purse or small
backpack to carry on in the bus with a collecStive weight of 5 kilos maximum (3€
per extra kilo shall be charged). If the personal item cannot fit under the seats or
in the racks above the seats and needs to be placed in the storage space under
the bus, it shall be considered as excessive luggage and shall be charged 10€
per piece.
➢ FOR TRIPS WITH ONE OVERNIGHT STAY:
Maximum 10 Kg pp in total which may include the following two items
weighed together:
▪ Maximum one personal item like hand bag, purse or small rucksack.
and / or
▪ Maximum one cabin size luggage.
In case of a family or group bringing combined luggage and carry on
rucksack/bag/purse etc, 10 kilos per person shall be the applicable criteria.
➢ FOR TRIPS WITH TWO OVERNIGHT STAY:
Maximum 15 Kg pp in total which may include the following two items
weighed together:
▪ Maximum one personal item like hand bag, purse or small rucksack.
and / or
▪ Maximum one cabin size luggage.
In case of a family or group bringing combined luggage and carry on
rucksack/bag/purse etc, 15 kilos per person shall be the applicable criteria.
❖ The luggage of all passengers may pass through a weight control at the time of
boarding the bus. Excessive weight shall be charged 5 Euro per extra kilo. The
relevant amount shall be payable while boarding or the luggage may be refused.
❖ Foldable children’s strollers or baby prams or foldable wheelchairs are not counted
as part of the luggage allowance and may be checked-in for free.
❖ Sports equipments or musical instruments shall also be considered as luggage and
normal luggage rules shall apply.
❖ Cycles may be allowed depending on the storage space of the bus so check with us
in advance. Each cycle shall be charged 5 €.

❖ Please keep the bus clean all the time. Please throw all your litter in the plastic bags
hanging on the handles of seats on the aisle side. You may ask the drivers or the
tour leaders if you need more garbage bags. Do not leave dirty diapers in these
plastic bags. Take & throw them out during the breaks.
❖ Please do not use oily stuff which may damage the floor or seats of the bus.
❖ If your garbage bag is full or nearly full, remove it and take it out with you when you
are leaving the bus and throw them in the bins outside. Our drivers can then replace
new bags in the meantime.

❖ Since the septic-tank of the WC on board has limited capacity and cannot be
emptied just anywhere, please use the toilet only in case of emergency. If the septictank would go full, it would leave a stinky bus for everyone. We take breaks during
the journey when you can go outside to the washrooms.
❖ Keep the WC tidy and clean, as you would expect others to leave it for you.
❖ DON’T throw anything except the toilet paper in the toilet especially girls sanitary
napkins certainly not. It may block the toilet for further usage for the whole of the
journey and you shall be charged for damage by the drivers.

❖ Avoid using the little pocket on the backside of the seats for heavy or sharp stuff.
These pockets are meant to put newspapers or documents only.
❖ Note that any damage to any part of the bus shall be personally charged from you in
consultation with the drivers and the bus company.

❖ Giving tips to the bus drivers is an age-old tradition of Europe that various bus
drivers expect us to follow also. Surely we would not like to leave a bad impression
of our whole country for a few lousy bucks. Since the drivers not only drive us from
place to place but also do extra work of keeping the bus clean for us at all times,
helping in our luggage storing, keeping the supplies for on-board WC, garbage bags
and so on. They surely expect a little commendation from us. We recommend 1 euro
per person per day minimum tip for the drivers. Of course you may give more if you
want. The tour leader shall collect the tip from you during the trip. He/She will then
add a few bucks extra from our side and give the whole amount as a joint tip from
that trip’s group.

